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QUESTION NO: 1

In order to use a literal replacement for a dynamic SQL caching statement what must be true about the statement?

A. It cannot be a join.

B. The authids do not have to match.

C. It must include more than one literal.

D. It cannot have both literals and parameter markers.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which two options can be specified in order to access a system-period temporal table for a specific point in time 
guaranteeing accurate results?

A. A period-specification placed in the FROM clause of a subselect. 

B. A period-specification placed in the WHERE clause of a subselect

C. A SELECT statement predicate against the transaction start ID of the base tablE. 

D. A predicate against the start and end columns of the base table placed in the WHERE clause of a subselect.

E. A SET of the CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register to a non-null value prior to a SELECT against the 
temporal tabl

ANSWER: C E 

QUESTION NO: 3

You are having problems accessing SYSIBM.SYSTABLES in your data sharing environment and you want to know who is 
using the table space DSNDB06.SYSTSTAB. 

How would you find this information?

A. -DIS THREAD (') TYPE(SYSTEM)

B. -DIS DB(DSNDB06) SP(SYSTSTAB) USE

C. -DIS GROUPBUFFERPOOL(GBPO) CONNLIST(YES)

D. -DIS BUFFERPOOL (BPO) DB(DSNDB06) SP(SYSTSTAB) LIST(ACTIVE)
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ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

Which type of column can be dropped from a table via the ALTER TABLE ... DROP COLUMN ... SQL statement?

A. XML column

B. LOB column

C. DOCID column

D. Hidden ROWID column

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 5

Assuming you are the SYSADM, what is the effect of executing the EXPLAIN STMTCACHE ALL statement?

A. The table DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE table contains a row for each SQL statement in the Local Dynamic 
Statement CachE. 

B. The PLAN_TABLE contains the access path of each SQL statement in the Local Dynamic Statement CachE. 

C. The PLAN_TABLE contains the access path of each SQL statement in the Global Dynamic Statement CachE. 

D. The table DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE table contains a row for each SQL statement in the Global Dynamic 
Statement CachE. 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 6

You analyze an accounting report. You see a high "NOT ACCOUNTED" timE. Which two events can contribute to this high 
value?

A. CPU wait timE. 

B. I/O read wait timE. 

C. Log write wait timE. 

D. Real storage paging wait timE. 

E. Execution unit switch wait tim

ANSWER: C E 
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QUESTION NO: 7

Which statement is true if a table space is created using the "FOR UPDATE nn" (where nn is a number) clause?

A. The first nn UPDATE operation(s) will use an indirect referencE. 

B. Only the first nn UPDATE operation(s) on the table will be processeD. 

C. nn% space is reserved per page for future UPDATE operations to reduce indirect referencE. 

D. nn row locations per page are kept for future UPDATE operations to reduce indirect referencE. 

ANSWER: A 
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